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“Depression in Stroke Survivors
AND Caregivers!”
Our speaker will be Daniel J.
Harkness, Ph.D., LMFT
Dr. Harkness is a psychologist who
practices at UnityPoint Clinic-Family
Medicine at East Des Moines/La
Clinica De La Esperanza
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Stay Steady on
Your Feet

He received his BS in Psychology
from the University of Iowa in 1991.
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Eight Tips to
Managing
Caregiver Guilt

He then received his MS from
Northern Illinois University in
Marriage & Family Therapy in 1993.
In 2004 he received his PhD from
Iowa State in Human Development
& Family Studies, Specialization in
Marriage & Family Therapy.
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Understanding
Each Other

Sudde

He is part of the Behavioral Health
Faculty - Family Medicine Residency
program.

(NY) School of Medicine, Dept.
Family Medicine, Families and
Health Research Fellow (effects of
Alzheimer’s, Cancer and Stroke in
couples) in 1998.
In his current job he teaches Family
Medicine Residents “bedside
manner”, patient communication
skills and counseling techniques.
He has over 20 years’ experience as
a Marriage and Family Therapist.
Dr. Harkness will talk with us about
recognizing depression versus other
possible issues and offer some
techniques on dealing with it.
Please plan to join us for this valuable
and informative presentation.
As a reminder if you have something
special you would like to see in the
newsletter please don’t hesitate
to let me know. My phone # is
515-255-0366, my email address
is stktek1@gmail.com
Thanks, your Newsletter Editor,
Sue Toale Knapp.

Des Moines

Mouth bacteria found in stroke
patients’ brains. What does it mean?
By American Heart Association News
Bacteria commonly seen in the
mouth has been found in the
brains of people who have had a
stroke, a new study shows.
The Finnish research group
behind the new findings has been
studying a possible association
between bacterial infections
and cardiovascular disease for
more than 10 years. Their study,
published Thursday in the Journal
of the American Heart Association,
looked for signs of bacteria in
blood clots removed from 75
patients who were treated for
an ischemic stroke at Tampere
University Hospital in Finland
between 2013 and 2017.
Ischemic stroke is caused by a
blockage in a blood vessel in the
brain. It accounts for about 87%
of all strokes. The study found that
84% of the participants, or 63 of
them, had bacterial DNA in their
blood clot. Among them, 59 had
a strain of streptococci commonly
found in the mouth that can
cause infections if they get into
the bloodstream.
The work is “the first to show
common presence of (this)
bacterial DNA in ischemic stroke
patients,” said Olli Patrakka,
the study’s lead author. The
bacteria involved, called viridans
streptococci, are believed to
cause endocarditis, an infection
of the lining, valves or muscles
of the heart.
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Patrakka, a graduate student in
the Department of Forensic
Medicine at Tampere University,
said his colleagues in 2013 found
the same strain of streptococci in
blood clots removed from patients
who had a heart attack. Additional
studies found the same bacteria
in patients who had a ruptured
brain aneurysm or a blood clot
in their leg.
“Our results suggest that
bacteria might have a role in
the (development) of serious
complications related to
atherosclerosis” – the buildup
of plaque in the arteries,
Patrakka said.
Studies have identified high blood
pressure, high cholesterol, physical
inactivity, diabetes, smoking and
obesity as risk factors for heart
disease. In 2012, a committee of
the American Heart Association
convened an expert panel to
review the evidence on oral health
and cardiovascular disease and
concluded there was not enough
evidence to show gum disease
caused by bacteria was a direct
cause of heart disease or that
treating the gum disease would
prevent heart disease.
Dr. Peter B. Lockhart, research
professor in the Department
of Oral Medicine at Carolinas
Medical Center in Charlotte, North
Carolina, was lead author of the
AHA scientific statement. Although
the new study clearly found oral
bacteria in the brain, he said the
significance of the finding is
open to question.

Bacteria is present in the mouth,
and it’s not uncommon for it to
enter the bloodstream, Lockhart
said, whether or not a person is
healthy or has periodontal disease.
“We now know that bacteria exist
throughout the body, including in
the blood,” which was previously
thought to be sterile. “Finding
evidence of bacteria in blood clots
doesn’t mean they have a role in
the disease process,” he said.
But Patrakka said his research
suggests regular dental checkups
might help reduce the risk of
heart disease.
Bacterial plaque buildup on the
teeth can cause periodontal
disease, an inflammation of the
tissues around the teeth. About
47% of adults ages 30 and older
have some form of periodontal
disease, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.
“We believe that future studies will
strengthen the view that regular
dental care has a more important
role than previously thought in the
health of people,” Patrakka said.
But for now, Lockhart expects
doctors will stick to the clear-cut
risks. “If you are a cardiologist,” he
said, “you are going to focus your
time with patients talking about
smoking, diet, exercise and other
well-documented contributors to
cardiovascular disease.”
Reference: www.strokeassociation.org

Pet Prescription
By Michele Cohen Marill

Spending Time with a Pet Can Boost
your Mood and Ease your Pain
When Dylan Kuncken, 17, of
Bryam Township, New Jersey, was
diagnosed with juvenile idiopathic
arthritis four years ago, he just
wanted to be alone in his room.
Smokey, his Labrador retriever,
would nudge the door open and
curl up by him.

“It can be a very powerful
interaction,” says Sandra Barker,
PhD, psychiatry profession and
director of the Center for HumanAnimal Interaction at Virginia
Commonwealth University in
Richmond, noting that pets also
provide a form of social support.

“The dog could tell he wasn’t
feeling well and he needed a
buddy, and would make him feel
better,” say Dylan’s mother, Cathy.

In a small, pilot study at VCU,
Barker found physiological
evidence of the benefits: Lower
blood pressure and heart rate,
less cortisol (a stress hormone)
measured in saliva and changes
in brain waves reflecting greater
relaxation.

If you’re a pet lover, you know that
spending time with a beloved
cat, dog, rabbit or other pet can
lift your mood, but science shows
it has real physical and mental
health benefits, too. Studies show
that spending as little as five or
10 minutes with a pet can help
lower stress and anxiety, relieve
loneliness and reduce pain and
depression.

Spending time with a pet may
relieve pain, as well. Total joint
replacement patients who spent
15 minutes with a therapy dog
before physical therapy sessions
reported lower pain levels in a
2014 study by Harvard University
orthopedic surgeons. One-third of
fibromyalgia patients who spend

an average of 12 minutes with a
therapy dog in the waiting room of
a pain management clinic reported
a clinically significant decrease in
pain in a 2013 study published in
the journal Pain Medicine.
Other pets provide similar benefits.
Tami Stackelhouse, a Seattle-based
health coach who specializes in
fibromyalgia (and has the disease
herself), finds comfort in rubbing
her cat. Pets also ease feelings of
isolation among people coping
with severe fatigue, she says.
Choose a pet that fits your lifestyle
and capabilities, she advises.
Walking a dog can be a great way
to add activity to your day, but for a
more sedate experience, you might
prefer cuddling with a cat.
“Being able to touch another living
being does something good for
your soul,” says Stackelhouse.
Reference: Arthritis Today Magazine May/
June 2019

NEED A LIFT
NEED A RIDE TO STROKE CLUB MEETING?
Call Amy Johnson at 263-5166 to arrange a ride.
Please call her rather than the person who may be your “usual driver”.
This will allow Amy to know how to plan for rides and drivers.
If you are afraid you will forget to call, do it now!! Please call no later than
9 a.m. the day before the meeting and preferably the Friday before the
Tuesday meeting. This will allow Amy enough time to schedule a ride for you.
You will receive a call before the meeting regarding who will pick you up the
night of meeting. We have several volunteers who are willing to provide you
a ride to Stroke Club.

Online
Support Group
For those of you looking for
an online support group here
is a website for you:
http://www.strokenetwork.org/.
It is a very active group. You have
to join like a listserv and you post
a question or issue and the group
will email you back suggestions.
Everyone in the group has survived
a stroke and has great ideas they
are willing to share.
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2019 STROKE CAMP
Do you know someone who may benefit?
We are looking for clients with chronic stroke condition to participate.

The Doctor of Physical Therapy program at Des Moines University and Drake University
Occupational Therapy Doctorate Program invite you to attend the annual stroke camp.
This is the fourth year this popular camp has been offered
Event Description
Student, under the supervision of
faculty, provide service to people
with chronic stroke. We want to
recruit those individuals who desire
to improve their mobility, physical
activity, and activities of daily living.
The stroke camp will be held at Des
Moines University and on day at
Drake University.
This camp:
Offers free enrollment of up
to 10-12 people with free
transportation to those who quality.
Is offered Monday-Friday August
19th- 23rd from 8:30-4:00 at
Des Moines University.
Is conducted by students under
supervision of faculty to provide
service to people with
chronic stroke.
Wanted:
Individuals who what to improve
their mobility, physical activity, and
daily activities.
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Events include:
An Assessment and plan
with interventions and an
updated home program.
There is opportunity for social
participation and a fun activity
daily such as games, art, or
group exercise.

August 19-23, 2019
Free Transportation
Social Participation

Sponsored by:
Des Moines University Doctor
of Physical Therapy & Drake
University Occupational
Therapy Doctorate programs
This is an opportunity to make a
difference for you, your loved ones,
and the future generation
of therapist!
Come join us!
Want to see stroke camp in action?
Go to www.youtube.com and type
stroke camp Des Moines University.

Intense Intervention
Updated Home Program

Enrollment & Questions
Please Contact:

Kathy Mercuris
PT, DHS, C/NDT
Des Moines University
515-271-1734

Stay Steady on Your Feet
Falls are the number one cause of injury and death
among older Americans, especially those with
neurologic conditions. Protect yourself with these tips.
Poor balance and medication side effects are two
reasons people with neurologic conditions are
vulnerable to falling, says Lisa Shulman, MD, FAAN,
director of the University of Maryland Parkinson
Disease and Movement Disorders Center in
Baltimore. To lower your risk, she and other experts
offer this advice.
STRATEGIES TO DISCUSS WITH YOUR DOCTOR
Fess up to falls. People who fall don’t always tell their
doctor, which is a mistake, says Dr. Shulman. A fall may
be a sign of a neurologic condition, a vision problem,
or a drug side effect-all of which your doctor will
want to investigate. “If the fall is a sign of a neurologic
condition, treatment and physical therapy may reduce
the number of falls,” says Pinky Agarwal, MD, FAAN, a
neurologist who specializes in movement disorders in
Kirkland, WA. “But if the patient doesn’t mention it, the
result could be a serious injury.”
Talk strategies. Most doctors are trained to bring up
the topic, says Elizabeth Burns, MPH, a health scientist
at the CDC. But if they don’t ask, be proactive and
let your doctor know if you feel unsteady or worry
about falling. Ask if you should switch or stop any
medications or reduce the dosage. Talk to your
doctor about whether you should take a vitamin D
supplement and ask about the best dosage. Vitamin D
can strengthen bones, which can reduce falls.
SMART WAYS TO MAKE YOUR HOME SAFER
Reduce clutter. Maintain clear walking paths between
furniture and remove stacks of newspapers and
magazines that could cause you to trip or fall, says
Laurie Chichester, a physical therapist and vice
president with MJHS, a health care system in
New York City.

Let there be light. Use night lights or motion sensor
lights to illuminate potential obstacles. Place an easyto-reach light by the nightstand so that you can turn it
on when you need to get up and move around in the
middle of the night.
Install grab bars. Start with the bathroom and kitchen,
where surfaces can be slippery. (Be sure grab bars are
properly mounted and avoid those that use suction
cups, as they may not support your weight during a
fall.) Mount handrails on both sides of staircases. Keep
important items handy. Place frequently used kitchen
items in accessible cabinets or on the counter. Avoid
high or low cabinets that could upset your balance
when you’re trying to access items. Most importantly,
clean up spills as soon as they occur to avoid slips.
Remove throw rugs. Loose-lying rugs, especially
those with tassels, are especially hazardous.
Donate or recycle them.
Choose apparel wisely. Avoid loose clothing and slipon shoes, which can get caught on objects and cause
a fall. Ditch the high heels, too. They can be difficult to
walk in and can contribute to falling.
READY RESOURCES
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC):
Use the center’s checklist to help you or a caregiver
eliminate falling risks (http://bit.ly/CDC-FallChecklist).
National Council on Aging: Consult the council’s
map to find fall prevention programs near you. The
programs are often free or covered by insurance or
Medicare (http://bit.ly/NOA-Maps).
Toronto Rehabilitation Institute, University of Toronto:
Review the institute’s chart on the best types of boots
to wear to prevent slips on icy streets. Choose a pair
that ranks high on the list or one with firm, not slippery,
soles (http://ratemytreads.com)
Reference: www.brainandlife.org
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EIGHT TIPS
TO MANAGING
CAREGIVER GUILT
By Dr. Vicki Rackner, MD
Guilt is a common feeling in the landscape of
caregiving. Guilt can propel you to be the best you
can be…or it can immobilize you.
For caregivers, painful feelings — such as guilt, sadness
and anger — are like any other pain. It’s your body’s way
of saying, “Pay attention.” Just as the pain of a burned
finger pulls your hand from the stove, so, too, guilt
guides your actions and optimizes your health.
You have a picture of the “Ideal You” with values you
hold and how you relate to yourself and others. Guilt
often arises when there’s a mismatch between your
day-to-day choices and the choices the “Ideal You”
would have made. The “Ideal You” may be a parent
who attends all of the kids’ soccer games. Miss a game
to take your dad to the doctor, and you think you’re
falling short.
You may have needs out of line with this “Ideal You.”
You may believe that your own needs are insignificant,
compared to the needs of your sick loved one. You
then feel guilty when you even recognize your needs,
much less act upon them. A mother may ask herself,
“How can I go out for a walk with my kids when my
mother is at home in pain?” (A hint for this mother: she
can give more to her mother with an open heart when
she takes good care of herself.)
You may have feelings misaligned with the “Ideal
You.” Feeling angry about the injustice of your loved
one’s illness? You might even feel angry at your loved
one for getting sick! Recognizing those feelings can
produce a healthy dose of guilt. Yes, you may even
feel guilty about feeling guilty.
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“Why did my loved one get sick?” you may ask.
Perhaps, if the “Ideal You” acted more often, your
loved one would be healthy. What if you served more
healthful meals? What if you called 911, instead of
believing your husband when he said his chest pain
was just “a little heartburn”?
If you’re the kind of person prone to guilt, learn to
manage guilt so that guilt serves you rather than
imprisons you. Here are eight tips for managing your
caregiver guilt:
1. Recognize the feeling of guilt: Unrecognized guilt
eats at your soul. Name it; look at the monster under
the bed. Identify other feelings: Often, there are
feelings under the feeling of guilt. Name those, too.
For example, say to yourself: “I hate to admit this to
myself, but I’m resentful that Dad’s illness changed all
of our lives.” Once you put it into words, you will have a
new perspective. You will also be reminding yourself of
how fortunate you are to have what it takes to take care
of loved one.”
2. Be compassionate with yourself: Cloudy moods,
like cloudy days, come and go. There’s no one way
a caregiver should feel. When you give yourself
permission to have any feeling, and recognize that
your feelings don’t control your actions, your guilt will
subside.
3. Look for the cause of the guilt: What is the mismatch
between this “Ideal You” and the real you? Do you
have an unmet need? Do you need to change your
actions so that they align with your values?
4. Take action: Meet your needs. Needs are not bad or
good; they just are. If you need some time alone, find
someone to be with your loved one.

Stroke Peer
Partnership Program
As you are aware, when you or someone you
love has a stroke it is a life-altering experience.
There are changes in your life physically,
communicatively, and emotionally, which require
changes in your lifestyle, employment, hobbies
and even in your relationships with others.

5. Change your behavior to fit your values: For
example, Clara felt guilty because her friend was in
the hospital and she didn’t send a card. Her guilt
propelled her to buy some beautiful blank cards to
make it easier for her to drop a note the next time.
6. Ask for help: Call a friend and say, “I’m going
through a hard time. Do you have a few minutes just
to listen?” Have a family meeting and say, “Our lives
have been a lot different since grandma got sick.
I’m spending more time with her. Let’s figure out
together how we’ll get everything done.”
7. Revisit and reinvent the “Ideal You”: You made the
best choices based on your resources and knowledge
at the time. As you look to the future, you can create
a refined vision of the “Ideal You.” What legacy do
you want to leave? What values do you hold dear?
Then, when you wake up in the morning and put on
your clothes, imagine dressing the “Ideal You.” Let
this reinvented “Ideal You” make those moment-tomoment choices that create your legacy.
Understand that you will be a more effective caregiver
when you care for the caregiver first. Loved ones
neither want nor expect selfless servants. As a
caregiver, when you care for yourself, you increase
and improve your own caring. Yes, guilt is part of
caregiving, but this guilt can help you become the
caregiver you and your loved one want you to be.

We learn a lot from individuals just like you
who have survived a stroke and have gone on
to live happy and productive lives by adjusting
to these changes. We know you appreciate
hearing from each other and providing hope
and inspiration to one another at Stroke Club.
At Younker Rehab, our patients and their families
are just starting their journey to recovery, and
they are scared, uncertain, sad, depressed. You
know they will persevere and win because you
have done just that – and we want you to help
others who have survived a stroke do the same.
This is why the Peer Partnership Program began
at UnityPoint Health – Des Moines. We are
currently looking for additional Stroke Survivors
to join our program.
The Peer Partnership Program will train
“volunteer visitors” (recovering stroke survivors
and caregivers) to provide support, comfort,
and encouragement to individuals and families
recently affected by stroke. Through personal
visits, a volunteer visitor shares, listens,
and offers hope and friendship to others
experiencing fear and frustration.
If you have an interest in being a Peer Partner,
contact Sheri Vining at Sheri.Vining@unitypoint.
org or (515) 241- 8140.

Reference: Caregiver.com

MOTIVATIONAL THOUGHT
“I am only one, but I am one. I cannot
do everything, but I can do something.
And I will not let what I cannot do
interfere with what I can do. ”
- Edward Everett Hale
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Laughter:
The Best Medicine

Understanding Each Other

An Uber is cruising down a boulevard
when it runs a red light. “Hey!” the
passenger shouts. “Be careful!”

The man doesn’t know that there is a snake underneath.

“Don’t worry” says the driver.
“My brother does it all the time.”
He barrels through the next red light,
and the passenger screams, “Stop
doing that!”
“I’m telling you, my brother does it
all the time.”
They approach the next light. Just
when it turns green, the driver slams
on the brakes.
The confused passenger asks, “You just
ran two red lights; why’d you stop at
a green?”
“I had to,” says the driver. “My brother
might be coming.”
By David Masella
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Reference: Reader’s Digest June 2019

The woman doesn’t know that there is a stone crushing the man.
The woman thinks: “I am going to fall! and I can’t climb because
the snake is going to bite me! Why can’t the man use a little more
strength and pull me up!”
The man thinks: “I am in so much
pain! Yet I’m still pulling you as much
as I can! Why don’t you try and
climb a little harder?!” The moral
is: You can’t see the pressure the
other person is under, and the other
person can’t see pain that you’re in.
This is life, no matter whether it’s with
work, family, feelings or friends we
should try to understand each other.
Learn to think differently, perhaps
more clearly and communicate
better.
A little thought and patience goes
a long way.

